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Proven, Balanced Cow-Makers
Our cattle are backed by generations of proven, 

efficient genetics, emphasizing calving ease, 
fleshing ability, productivity, udder & foot quality, 

disposition, structure and fertility.

www.StrommenRanch.com 

   

Visitors always welcome! 
Visit us in person or online and 

follow us on social media for updates.



“If you can’t put your head 
on your pillow at night and 

visualize your ideal cow, 
the odds of you making one 

are very, very slim.”
“I Am Angus: Ed Oliver, Georgia”

OUR CATTLE Thrive  IN A GRASS-BASED, NO-FRILLS ENVIRONMENT

From the beginning, we’ve been laser-focused on 
producing Angus cattle that prosper in a no-frills 
environment: moderate-framed, high-volume, easy-
fleshing, productive cows with good feet, great udders 
and a quiet disposition. We expect our cows to re-breed 
quickly and wean a calf that is a high percentage of 
its dam’s bodyweight, year after year. Our cows have 
consistently increased weaning weights while increasing 
the percentage of cows that re-breed in the first 21 days. 
You won’t find any lick tubs or creep feeders hidden 
behind the hills of our pastures. Cattle that can do 
more with less – that’s our definition of MATERNAL 
POWERTM! 

From the beginning, we’ve also been very particular 
about the sires we select. We hate surprises. That’s 
why we use a small group of proven, balanced-trait AI 
sires on our cows each year. We conduct a tremendous 
amount of research – evaluating the generations of 
genetics behind a bull, as well as his progeny – before 
we commit. A powerful, consistent cowherd cannot be 

built using a “little-bit-of-this-little-bit-of-that” strategy 
to sire selection. You must have a plan and a clear vision 
of what your ideal cow is.

We know what it is like to start from scratch – 
and how important it is to make cattle work for you, 
instead of the other way around. As your seedstock 
provider, we want your operations to be profitable and 
sustainable for generations – regardless of the market. 
We believe you can achieve this by developing your 
own herd of efficient, problem-free livestock backed 
by Strommen Ranch MATERNAL POWERTM Angus 
genetics. 

We invite you to our Maternal POWERTM Angus Bull 
Sale, Feb. 20, 2021, starting at 3 p.m. at the ranch, Fort 
Rice, N.D. Our bulls’ pedigrees are stacked with six to 
eight generations of proven, balanced, female-making 
genetics and we stand behind them with an industry-
leading guarantee, exceptional customer service, and a 
powerful, maternally oriented herd. 



We’ve said it for years: true profitability in the beef 
business is driven by cattle that have the Maternal Power to 
do more with less.

As your seedstock provider, we want your operation to 
be profitable and sustainable for generations – regardless 
of the market. That is why we require our cattle to thrive in 
a Northern Plains, grass-based environment with minimal 
supplementation. They must do more with less. 

Strommen Ranch cows must calve annually and wean 
a calf that is a high percentage of its dam’s bodyweight. 
They must also possess the basic phenotypic traits to cover 
country, breed on time, have the smarts and mothering 
ability to do it on their own, and perform under the 
conditions that Mother Nature has dealt us. We select for 
fertility, longevity, sound structure and realistic performance 
in the cowherd.

Strommen Ranch calves grow out on grass. We DO 
NOT creep feed or use lick tubs. It would be easy for us to 
consistently achieve 800-900 lb. weaning weights if we used 
creep feed, but we choose to run our seedstock ranch like 
our customers’ no-nonsense commercial operations. We 
want your calves to perform in your environment – that’s 
why we ask our bulls and females to shine in a similar 
one. Our cows have consistently 
improved weaning weights, 
while increasing the 
percentage of cows that 
re-breed in the first 21 days, 
maintaining mature cow 
size and placing downward 
pressure on our input costs. 
We unceasingly require our 
cattle to do more with less.

Similarly, in our development 
program we also begin with the end in mind. We 
don’t need to know which calf can eat the most – we need to 
know which calf can do the most in his natural environment. 
This helps us protect your investment in a Strommen 
Ranch bull. In order for you to have a bull that lasts and 
has longevity, he should not be pushed at an early age. It is 
our intention to identify optimum gains. We hope to have 
allowed the bulls to express their genetic potential without 
pushing so much energy through them that feet, hock or 
liver damage occur. Our ultimate goal is to have the bulls 
range-ready, sound-footed and ready to go to work for you.

As your seedstock source, we are fully committed to 
producing the type of cattle that will positively impact your 
bottomline. Having traveled extensively as an A.I. rep. for 
Genex and looking at cowherds throughout the region, I 
have learned that cattle with phenotypic appeal, fleshing 
ability and fertility are the most profitable. 

Cattle that breed early in the cycle, are structurally 
sound and can raise big calves efficiently in a practical 
environment with minimal inputs are the kind of cattle 
we produce and believe will have a positive impact on 
your bottomline now and into the future.

Maternal PowerTM 
Promotes Profitability

Maternal POWERTM

ANGUS BULL SALE
FEB. 20, 2021 • FORT RICE, N.D.

Yearling 
ANGUS
Bulls80Selling Sires include: 

SAV Rainfall 6848
Bruin Torque 5261

Mohnen Substantial
Tehama Blackcap Revolution

Black Cedar 46P

We invite you to join us for the

Many full, 3/4 & 1/2 brothers sell!



RESOURCETORQUE EMBLAZON 702 RAINFALL

S R LADY BLUE 118 S R CLOVA PRIDE 315 S R LADY BLUE 585 S R BARBARAMERE NELL 412

CAPITALIST PAXTONXXP EMBLAZON 854E

REICH RACHEL 588S R RACHEL 703S R EMMA E 695 S R DOROTHY IDEAL 6112

RIGHT TIME EXTMOTIVE THUNDER

S R MISS WIX 499 S R BONNIE BELLE 408 S R TRAVETT 666 S R POLLY 804

These bulls and females are the 
backbone of our cowherd!

Representing 20 Years of 
breeding for Maternal Genetics



Every decision we make is weighed against one question: Will this positively impact 
the operations of our customers? Our commitment to customer service is year-long, 
beginning with genetic selection all the way through marketing assistance for our 
customers’ bred heifers.

At Strommen Ranch, we:
• Take a balanced approach to genetic improvement - on both sides of the pedigree

• Develop our bulls responsibly. 

• Require our cowherd to excel in a no-frills environment. No creep. Ever.

• Stand behind them with one of the strongest guarantees in the industry.

• Build demand for Strommen Ranch-influenced females through exclusive marketing 
venues such as the Badlands Angus Alliance and our Commercial Female List. 

Our customers’ success means a great deal to us.



WE ARE IN THIS
together!

For Our Valued Customers, We Offer:
• Two sales with two ages of bulls:
 Spring Sale: Yearlings • Fall Sale: Coming 2-Year-Olds

• Free delivery within 500 miles of Strommen Ranch.

• Full 90-day breeding season guarantee.

• Fertility tested; Freeze branded.

• Bulls that aren’t overfed.

• Discounts for volume purchases and repeat buyers.

• Large sire groups and expanded selection.

• Exclusive commercial female marketing assistance.

• Badlands Angus Alliance Sales in Dec. and Jan.
• Commercial Female Listing. 

• Your satisfaction is our top priority.

We are proud of the herds our customers are developing with 
Strommen Ranch genetics and that is why we strive to help 
them capture additional value for their females through 
the Badlands Angus Alliance, where customers of Strommen 
Ranch, Talkington Angus and Best Angus have marketed more 
than 2,000 bred females since 2018. Many of those heifers have 
commanded a $200 to $500 per head premium over other 
bred heifer sales in the region! The Badlands Angus Alliance 
continues to be the premier sale in western North Dakota 
for source and genetic verified Angus replacement females. 
It demonstrates the strong demand we’ve helped build for 
genetically sourced cattle of maternal pedigree.

Building Demand for your heifers



Aaron & Sheyna Strommen
Fort Rice, N.D. • (701) 290-7983

strommen@westriv.com

Visitors always welcome! 
Visit us online and follow us 
on social media for updates.
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ANGUS
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SAV Rainfall 6848
Bruin Torque 5261
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We invite you to join us for the

Aaron & 
Sheyna, Cassidy, 
Cooper & Clint 
Strommen

Many full, 3/4 & 1/2 brothers sell!


